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1．Analysis On Service Quality Gap in Gas Sta-

tions．Zhang Yuan．

Abstract：TBZW Based on the gap model of ser-

vice quality，combining the features of gas station

service，the index system for evaluating service

quality in gas station Was established．Taking 50

representative gas stations under ZH Petroleum

Company as the research object，the service quali—

ty Was analyzed completely"by the matins of mar-

ket investigation．The detailed service quality gap

of the various aspects in gas stations WaS found out

and the advice for improvement was proposed．

Keywords：gas station，service quality，gap anal—

ysis．

4．The Issue on Oil Product Distribution Opti．

mization under Restrained Conditions． Yang

Yongqin．

Abstract：In order to real豳maximum profits

with minimum logistics COSt．the optimized distil—

bution of oiI product when the oil product sales．

oil tank vehicle load and the tank volume for sin—

gle product matched well Was introduced．The op—

timization of distribution in imperfect condition

Was investigated；the distribution options for the

insufficient tank volume and distribution mis—

match were presented．

Keyword：oil product distribution，distribution

batch，vehicle match，optimization，condition re—

striction．
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7．Find Hidden Danger，Emphasize Manage—

ment，Promote Effect，Construct Long Term

Mechanism of Safe Production．SINOPEC Jiangxi

Oil Products Company．
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Keyword：oil products campany，hidden danger

management，safe production，long term mecha—

nism．

10．The Hazards of Typhoon tO Coastal Petroleum

Enterprise and Countermeasures．Lu Xinchun．

Abstract：The hazards of typhoon were introduced。

and the hazards and risk caused by typhoon tO

coastal petroleum enterprise were analyzed through

typical ease8，the oDunterm黜e8 were proposed as

well．

Keyword：petroleum enterprise，typhoon，hazard

analysis，countermeasure．
12．Discussion on the Issues of Emergency Plan in

Gas Station．Hu Yiping．

Abstract：According to the actual status of gas Sta．

tions and the problems existing in the emergency

plans founded in the gas stations examination，for

example，the emergency plans were all the 881匿1e

whether the gas station Was big or small，the rea．

80ns for these problems were analyzed。The estab．

1ishment of emergency plan，the determination of

emergency treating principles，and effectiveness of

emergency plan drills were discussed in order to

make the establishment of emergency plan rflore

scientific and effective．

Keyword：gas station，emergency plan，problem，

discussion．

QUAtCrrllY AND QUALITY M渔NAGEMENT

15．The Control of Foreseeable Oil Mixing in Oil

Depot．Liu Zhongwei。Wang Zhihang．

Abstract：The treatment method of oil mixing was

introduced．Combining the practical production of

oil depot，using the theory research results of oil

products blending technology in recent years，tak．

ing the blending of 180CSt／380CSt rueI oils as an ex．

ample，the mixing results were prejudged，and the

mixing section Was CUt carefully tO guarantee that

the oil quality Was not affected．

Keyword：oiI瑚i如119，oil products blending tech—

nology，mixed oil CUt．

17．Measures to Reduce Petroleum Products Evap—

oration Loss of Smrage Tank．Wang Xuedong．

Abstract：ne various types of petroleunl products

evaporation loss in storage tank were introduced．

Considering the reflsons causing petroleum products

evaporation loss，the appropriate measures to re—

duce loss were introduced from the aspects of tech．

nology and operation．

Keywo一：storage tank，petroleum products，evap—

oration loss，loss—reducing measure．．
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20．Formation Principles of Electrostatic Disaster

in Gas Station and Prevention Measures．Ln Li．

Abstract：The formation principles of electrostatic

disaster in gas station were analyzed from two as—

pects of accumulation and discharge of static elec．

tricity，and the conditions for forming electrostatic

disaster were presented．The prevention measures

to electrostatic disaster in gas station were pro．

posed．

Keyword：gas station，electrostatic disaster，pre—

vention measure．

23．Experiences on Fire Protection Design of Oil

Depot．Luo Zhihong．
Abstract：乃e pmblems existed in the oil depot fire

protection design，completion acceptance，fire

fighting supervision and inspection，and fire—

fighting drilling were analyzed and reviewed．and

some advices for completing“Oil Depot Design

Specification”were proposed．

Keyword：oil depot，fire protection design，advice．

啪RAGE田田C】田峋I oGⅡ添

25．The Construction of Uniform Communication

Platform for Petroleum and Petrochemical Sales

Enterprises．Shen Wei．

Abstract：The technical configuration。function

features，application mode of uniform communica．

tion platform for petroleum and petrochemical sales

enterprises were discussed．Using the existing data

communication re$ource to construct uniform com—

munication platform could improve working effi—

ciency and provide appreciation service by the tech—

nology method in the furore．

Keyword：sales enterprise，uniform communication
platform，construction．

29．Calculation on Electromagnetic Interference of
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Electrified Railway to Oil and Gas Pipeline and Pre．

vention Measure．Zhang Xiaoyue．

Abstract：As a special type of asymmetric high

voltage transmission line，traction power supply

system could bring electromagnetic interference to

oil and gas pipeline and depot near the electrified

railway by resistance coupling，which endanger the

safety of equipment and human and disturb the nor—

mal operation of equipments．The traction power

supply system of electrified railway was introduced，

and the expressions for the resistance coupling PO—

tential of electrified railway to oil and gas pipeline

were obtained．The prevention measures to reduce

electromagnetic interference of electrified railway to

oil and gas pipeline and measures to prevent electric

spark of special line of oil depot railway in electri-

fled section were presented from the aspeL。ts of elec·

trified railway and oil and gas pipeline．

Keyword：traction power supply system，resistance
coupling，electromagnetic interference，electromag-

netic protection，current drainage．

32．Analysis on Corrosion of Steel Oil Tank and

Prevention Measures．Mao Xiaobing．
Abstract： The positions subject to corrosion and

various corrosion forms of steel oil tank were 8_n．a．

1yzed．The protecting measures such as cathode

protection by sacrificing anodes，coating protection

and proper addition of corrosion inhibitor were in-

troduced．

Keyword： steel oil tank， corrosion，protecting
meflsure．

35．Comparison of T故Ihnical Options of Secondary

CNG Refueling Station．Lao Jinghua，Ming Xiao—

j妇19．

Abstract：The current two refueling processes of

secondary CNG refueling stations，i．e．compres—

sot pressurization refueling and hydraulic pressur—

ization refueling were introduced．The process

flow，main equipments，and technical features of

the above—mentioned two options were intro—

duced，and the technical options were compared

which concluded that hydraulic pressurization refu一

·Ⅳ·

eling process should be preferentially considered

when constructing CNG refueling station．

Keyword：secondary CNG reCueling station，tech·

nieal option，comparison，recommendation．

38．The Opportunity for Ventilation and Dehumid—

ification in Oil Cave Depot．Yu Yieai．

Abstract：The reasons causing humidity in oil csve

depot were introduced．the variation ltim of humidi—
ty was analyzed，and the opportunities for ventila—

tion and dehumidification were concluded that yen—

tilation should be avoided as possible when the tem—

perature oumide higher than inside，ventilation

should be carried out completely when the tempera·

ture outside lower than inside，and ventilation

should be carried out courageously when the tern—

perature outside lower than the dew——point tern—

perature inside．

Keyword：oil cave depot，ventilation and dehumidi—

fication，opportunity．

ENVIRONMENTPROTECTION

40．Th电Problems in Oil Vapor Recovery from Gas

Station and Countermeasures．Zhu Chao，Li Qin—

hua，Wu Chao，Qin Yong．
Abstract：The oil vapor recovery systems of domes—

tic gas stations were introduced briefly，and the ex—

isting problems were pointed out，the solutions

were presented硒well．

Keyword：gas station，oil vapor recovery，solution．

42．Analysis on the Effect of Gasoline Quality

Standard on Pollutant Emission Standard．Liao

Guanghua．

Abstract：The quality of oil product is the impor—

tant factors affecting vehicle exhaust emissions，the

reduction of the contents of sulfur，olefin，metals

etc．can decrease all the kinds of pollutant emis—

sions in vehicle exhaust．Therefore．in order to

meet the requirements of nationaI automobile emis—

sion standards，the standard of gasoline quality

should be increased in advance．

Keywortl：gasoline，quality standard，pollutant，e—

mission standard．
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